Prefix Assimilation ex-, ob-

Matching

Parent Directions: Have your child read the words and definitions, and then draw a line from each word to its definition.

1. the process of making something larger excerpt
2. a short part of a written work expansion
3. something that takes place offer
4. an image of a person occurrence
5. to present for acceptance or rejection effigy

Fill in the Blank

Parent Directions: Have your child read the sentences, choose the word from the word bank that best completes each sentence, and write the word in the blank.

Word Bank

objectionable  exclamation  exception  occasionally  effervescence

6. The bubbly water lost its ____________ as it sat on the kitchen table.
7. Roberto does not often go to the movies, but he ____________ rents a DVD.
8. The neighbors worked together to clean away the ____________ graffiti spray-painted in the alley.
9. Among the puppies, there was one ____________ that had yellow fur instead of black.
10. When Lucy is excited about something, she often uses the ____________, “Awesome!”
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